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Chapter 321: The Green Knight,
Boneless Bird
Cesoly blended into the crowd and started chatting with others
again. It
seemed like he did not care much about the failed deal this time.
“Slave trader…” Han Xiao frowned as he looked at Cesoly’s back.
“I might be short of money, but I have my integrity.” Kerlodd

snorted,
finished his drink, and said after a pause, “There are hundreds
and
thousands of scavenger organizations in the Shattered Star Ring,
recognizable by their tattoos. Some scavengers also do other

shady
business, like robbery, kidnapping, and extortion. That Cesoly is

the middle
man for the slave trade, in charge of looking for targets. He
belongs to the
‘Boneless Bird’ scavenger group, a tough criminal group wanted

by many
galactic civilizations in Godora.
“The slave trade specializes in capturing rare species and Supers,
selling
them to customers with demands for viewing or beast fighting.”
Supers were very common in the universe but far less common
than normal
people. In the eyes of the people in the galaxy, Supers were
considered
trained warriors or talented geniuses.
Supers had higher positions, and some normal people started to

have
thoughts about controlling Supers. Thus, gladiator shows



appeared. It was
like watching a higher-grade boxing competition. The audience
enjoyed
watching the Supers fight each other to death both visually and
mentally.
Some official arenas hired Supers with high salaries, and some

underground
arenas bought Supers slaves; therefore, the Supers were always
quite
popular in the slave market.
“You guys have been targeted, so it’s best to be careful, but
scavengers
won’t do things that will cost them a loss. You should be safe in

the
spaceship since I rejected him, and he won’t continue to try,”
Kerlodd said.
“I feel that his target isn’t us ‘natives’.” Han Xiao thought about.
The spaceship suddenly shook and got out of the light jumping
state. The
window at the side of the hall showed the Short Horn Star closing
in on a
dark-gray planet. Its surface was covered with mountains, and
there was not
any hint of green. It was just a desolate rock, with dark and black

streams
formed from the dead rivers.
This was Star Zone 5, filled with dangerous places, and this

planet was one
such place. Its danger level in the Godora Star Map was

‘Medium-High’,
which meant there was more than a forty percent chance that an
investigator
would die there. Planet Aquamarine’s danger evaluation in their

database



was only ‘Low’.
The spaceship entered the atmosphere, hovered high up in the

sky, and let

out its airdrop cabins to collect the new passengers on the ground.
The
public spaceships would fetch passengers on their way of the
journey, and
there was someone on this planet that had called for the Short
Horn Star
travel agency.
The passenger that had just boarded at the VIP entrance was
covered in a
ragged white cape. The body shape under the cape was tall and

large, and a

big bag was hanging across his body. His footsteps were very
heavy,
accompanied by the clunk of metal clashing.
Coming in front of the scanning gate, this person unbuttoned

their cape and
showed their real face—he was shockingly half man, half
machine. A very

large area on his body had gone through Heroal modifications.
Pipes
and wires were hidden between the gaps of the armor, indication
lights
flashed, and only his right arm was human of his four limbs.
There was no
modification above his neck. He looked cold and handsome,
especially his
sharp eyes, which gave off an unwelcoming aura.
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The eyes of this person were light green, beautiful like emeralds.
His skin



was very pale, and his half-machine body was full of scars from

battle.
After the scan was complete, a sound came out of the broadcast.
“Welcome
aboard Short Horn Star. You have reserved the business cabin.
Your
passenger identification number is… Please enjoy your journey.”
The business cabin hall was at another place. There were not as
many
passengers there as the economy cabin, so its environment was

better and
quieter.
This person had no intention of stopping. He walked past the hall

and went
straight back to his room, with the passengers in the hall looking

at him
with shock.
“Is that ‘The Green Knight’?”
“That’s him alright, one of the very few warriors of the Sunil

Family, highclass mercenary of the Mercenary Alliance, a very
strong guy.”
“How unexpected to see him here. Didn’t they say the Sunil

Family
migrated?”
The people chatted among themselves and subconsciously
lowered their
voices. It was like they feared that person and did not want him

to hear.
…
Of course, Han Xiao did not know who had boarded the ship. The
broadcast
announced that the next stop was another star zone. There would
still be a



few more stops before they arrived at the Juberly Hub, but he was
patient
and not in a hurry.
He made use of the time to gather information from the
passengers and the
galactic channel on the communicator. The communicator also

worked as a
television. With advanced technology came psychological

enjoyments—
many channels were dedicated to playing all sorts of
entertainment shows.
Han Xiao found quite a lot of good stuff in one of Kerlodd’s files
called
‘Investigator Work Documents’…
After looking at it for a while, Han Xiao turned it off in silence,
his eyes
burning.
“Godorans really know how to play.”
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
Kerlodd drank alcohol every day, and his allowance was finished

very soon.
He asked for more money from Han Xiao but came back to no
result. Thus,
he then slept in his room every day, totally lacking the attitude of
one who
had been kidnapped. In fact, Han Xiao was amused at how calm

this
Godoran was.
Life in the spaceship was simple and quiet; he just wanted to

arrive at the
destination peacefully.
However, change came without any warning.
In some area on the way of Short Horn Star’s route ahead, a few
scavenger



spaceships hovered in the universe quietly. Their designs were
unique with
signs of being modified unprofessionally. This was the unique
style of
scavengers. The ‘Boneless Bird’ logo was painted on the side of

the
spaceships.
In the main ship’s internal deck, scavengers from different species

were
having a party. The Boneless Bird Leader was sitting on the high

chair,
holding a barrel and chugging it down while laughing out loud.
The leader of Boneless Bird was called Serpent Braid. He was
almost four
meters tall and had the blood of Stone Giant. His muscles were

bulging, his
skin was stone, his face was covered with a beard, and a braid of

hair on his
head hanged down to his waist, thus his nickname.
Scavengers traveled around the gray areas. Their reason for

making money
was to enjoy themselves, so partying was their most common

activity.
“Ding ding! New message!”
The interface on the main ship’s control panel flashed, and a line

of words
appeared. Its sender was Cesoly.
“Guys, the job is here.”
Serpent Braid threw away the barrel, and it shattered in the

corner. He stood
up, wiped away the alcohol on his beard, and said with a

ferocious face,



“The target this time is worth a lot of money!”
Hundreds of scavengers below growled in excitement.
…
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
“Pair of threes.”
“Four Kings.”
“Five twos.”
“Pass… Wait a minute, where did the other two come from?”
On Short Horn Star, a group of players squeezed into the room

and played
poker out of boredom.
After staying on the spaceship for so many days, there were no
more
missions for them to accept. Furthermore, combat was not

allowed in the
ship, and many areas were not open, so these players could only

find
enjoyment themselves. The journey could not be skipped, which
had always
received complaints. Some players went offline to rest, so only

one third of
the players were left online.
The online spot and reviving spot could be locked onto the
transportation
tool, so there were no worries of being lost in space.
Han Xiao sat to the side and looked at the time—there should be
only a few
more days till they arrived.
Short Horn Star had arrived at the Garton Galaxy Star Zone 2 at

this time.
The area started becoming more urban—quite a number of the
planets here
had civilizations, and it was an area where Godora paid a lot of

attention to



managing as it was closer, which meant it was easier to manage.
The
spaceship stopped the greatest number of times to fetch passenger
here. As
long as they arrived at Star Zone 1 and entered the stable

wormhole gate,
they would be able to reach the destination.
At this moment, the ground started to tremble unusually.
A piercing alarm sounded from the broadcast instantly after.
Han Xiao’s expression changed a little, and he instantly stood up.
Kerlodd
woke up from his sleep as well, and the two walked out of the

room hastily.
The players behind them were lost but knew that there must have
been
some accident, so they followed the two of them.
The hall was chaotic at this moment. All of the passengers walked
out and
looked outside the window, terrified.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
Colorful explosions flashed outside, but there was no sound due

to the lack
of air.
The scavenger spaceships fired at the Short Horn Star. The Short
Horn Star
had already activated its high energy shield, and a light-yellow
energy
shield protected the spaceship like an eggshell. The scavenger
spaceships
were much smaller than Short Horn Star, but they were also

much more
agile because of that. They dodged the attacks and dashed around,
but Short



Horn Star could not dodge anything due to its large size—it could
only
endure the attacks with its shield.
Chapter 322: Attack!
“This is the captain of Short Horn Star speaking. Passengers, we
have
encountered an attack from scavengers. We will start to turn our

engine to
its full capacity. As long as we enter the jump gate, we will be
able to get
rid of the enemies. Please do not worry, the enemy will definitely

not be
able to break the defense—we are very experienced in facing
attacks.”
This time, the voice from the broadcast was no longer an

electrically mixed
voice—it was the firm and manly sound of the captain,
comforting the
passengers.
As a low-class travel agency, the Short Horn Star could not

always avoid
facing robberies from scavengers and space pirates, so Short Horn
Star had
gone through special modifications. Thus, its shield was very

tough, easier
to escape.
This isn’t good… Han Xiao had a heartache. He just wanted to

arrive at the
destination safely—why did it have to be so difficult? A space

attacks was
something that he could not deal with at his current strength. To
a certain
extent, he could only hope for the best.
More than a dozen scavenger spaceships surrounded and



attacked—there
was a total of three logos. Suddenly, Han Xiao recognizes one of

the logos.
Boneless Bird‽
Han Xiao immediately thought of Cesoly from a few days ago,
and he went
to look for him in the crowd right after but could not find him.
Cesoly had
disappeared without a trace. Han Xiao frowned and pulled an

attendant
aside, described Cesoly looks, and asked, “Where did this person

go?”
This attendant was the woman attendant who had tried to seduce
Kerlodd
back then when they just boarded the ship. She was horrified and

said while
stuttering, “Tha—that passenger changed to the first class

yesterday…”
Kerlodd nervously walked over and said, “These are Boneless
Bird
scavengers—they were definitely called here by that middle man.
I can’t
believe they are attacking so publicly. If this spaceship can’t

withstand it,
we’re all done for. I haven’t lived long enough.”
“You don’t say… No one’s lived long enough.”
The attack was too sudden and could not be prevented in advance.
Cesoly
had a group behind him and could call for people, but Han Xiao

did not
have any galactic organization behind him, so there was nothing

he could
do, and he was at a very passive state. Furthermore, Han Xiao did

not



actually know how to read minds, so Cesoly’s moves and

thoughts were
unknown to him. If he started a fight in the spaceship first, he
would be
chased out instantly.
There was no use of thinking of these things now. Han Xiao

calmed himself
down and said, “Cesoly is their man, and he is on board this ship,
which
means that these scavengers will not destroy this ship—they will
definitely
try to board it. There are two possibilities—one is that they will

attack the
Short Horn Star till it can’t function, threaten to destroy the ship,
and make
us give in. The other is that if they can’t break through Short

Horn Star’s
defenses, they will then attack us from inside and board the ship.
We can’t
do anything about the former, but we can try to resist against the

latter.”
“Then what can we do?”
“We only can counter attack if we have weapons.” Han Xiao

thought
quickly. The spaceship did not allow possession of destructive

weapons
except in special cases, such as implants that could not be

removed.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
“All of the luggage and equipment is stored in the warehouse of
the
spaceship.”
“Okay, don’t leave me here, I can fight too,” Kerlodd said.
Han Xiao grabbed the female attendant and yelled, “Where’s the



warehouse‽”
The female attendant heard their conversation. She opened her

eyes wide in
surprise upon realizing that the Godoran was the follower and
that this lowprofile human was the leader instead. It seemed that

she had been wrong all
along. She regained her focus upon hearing Han Xiao’s yell and

pointed the
way, shivering.
Without saying a word, Han Xiao was going to dash out of the

hall
immediately, but the female attendant hurriedly said, “Wait,
don’t leave. The
spaceship had entered safe mode, so the exit to the hall is locked,
and no
one can get out…”
Bang!
The players used their strongest attacks one after another. With a

loud bang
and streams of light, the broken Heroal lock shattered, and the

metal
gate was blasted away. Han Xiao did not slow down—he led the

group and
charged out of the gate. The remaining passengers in the hall

were left
panicking and lost.
The scavengers and the Short Horn Star were still in a stalemate.
Most of
the passengers were watching in horror. Han Xiao was not acting

on
impulses—he just never liked to let others decide the outcome,
always
wanting to have the upper hand.
If the Short Horn Star could escape successfully, of course, that



would be
the best outcome, but if its defenses were broke through, these
actions that
he took now in advance would be crucial. If they only started to

prepare
themselves after they break in, it would be too late.
The group ran for about ten minutes. The tremors from the

attacks never
stopped. They could feel the Short Horn Star trying to speed up,
but it just
could not enter the wormhole tunnel. Han Xiao knew that

something was
wrong.
There was a lot of equipment that could stop spaceships from
entering the
wormhole tunnel, and since scavengers did robberies, they
definitely
possessed such equipment to prevent their prey from escaping.
Suddenly, the spaceship trembled tens of times harder than it did

before
with deafening sounds of explosions. The group staggered and

almost fell.
Han Xiao’s expression turned very serious. The universe was a
vacuum, so
the sound of the explosion meant that the enemies had destroyed
the shield
and broken in.
This captain had jinxed it!
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The moment that he heard the sound, a notification showed on

his interface.



You have triggered an emergency mission, [Protect Short Horn

Star].
Mission Introduction: Due to certain reasons, some groups of

scavengers
have their eyes on Short Horn Star. They are preparing to board

and attack
all the passengers. Your fate is intertwined tightly with this

spaceship.
Mission Requirements: Repel all the scavengers and protect Short

Horn
Star.
Reward: 350,000 Experience, 1,500 Enas, unlock area prestige.

Looks like the scavengers chose the second method. There are
two other
scavenger groups other than Boneless Bird. The reason for them

to work
together and attack us is definitely more than just to capture a
group of
slaves…
Han Xiao turned around and saw the twenty or so players behind
him
standing in a daze, which meant that they were looking at their

interface
and had triggered the same mission. Fortunately for him, he
would not have
to spend his own quota.
Han Xiao opened the communicator and realized that there was
no signal.
There could only be one explanation for such a phenomenon—the
scavengers had advanced equipment that could block the signal,
which was
definitely to prevent their prey from requesting help from nearby
civilizations. It was clear that they were very well prepared and



determined
to catch their prey.
“The enemies have broken in,” Han Xiao said with a low voice.
“We can’t
rely on the guards of this spaceship, and I don’t want to give up

fighting. We

have to protect this spaceship. I have a plan. First, we’ll retrieve
our
weapons from the warehouse. Then, we’ll split up into three

groups. One
group will head toward the main control room, and another

group will look
for the captain and the cadres—they have authority to operate
the
spaceship, so the enemies will definitely head toward these two

targets as
well. There’s a very high possibility that we will get into combat,
and we
know nothing about how strong the enemies are, so act with

caution.
“The last group will find the emergency escape ship. Such a large

spaceship
definitely has this kind of measure, so this will be the last resort.”
Players splitting up was very advantageous. They communicated

with their
interface, which would not be blocked, and Han Xiao could

control the
situation by talking to the players.
No one had any objections.
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Without further ado, Han Xiao led the others onward and

immediately
headed toward the warehouse.



…
On the side of Short Horn Star, a hole had been created on the

shield by the
scavengers’ focus fire. Before the shield could recover, Heroal
horns
extended from seven scavenger spaceships and rammed into
Short Horn
Star. Thick smoke came out of the hole, and a large group of

scavengers
boarded the ship successfully, entering the interior.
Hundreds of scavengers equipped with various firearms battled
the guards
of Short Horn Star, shooting out beans and bullets, and people

were
screaming in agony as they fell.
Most of the soldiers were normal people of various races, and
there were
also a few supers.
One of the spaceship guards was an Insectman Pugilist with six
arms who
used the six swords style. Scavengers fell one after another under
the cold
blades.
Huuu!
Suddenly, a large shadow fell rapidly and shrouded this

Insectman Pugilist.
The strong wind pressure was like a black hole, sucking away the
air
nearby, and the surrounding people felt suffocated.
“Buzz…” the Insectman Pugilist let out an angry buzz as he
raised the six
swords to block the attack.
Boom!
The Insectman disappeared in an instant. The floor suffered from



the attack
and sunk, but at the border of the impact, it protruded with edges

like a ring
of mountains!
An enormous war hammer rose up slowly, covered in the acidic,
green
blood of the Insectman, dripping down to the floor and making a

sizzling
sound.
One hit, and the Insectman had been flattened!
Visit to discover_new novels.
Serpent Braid placed the silver war hammer on his shoulder with
one hand.
It rubbed against his stone skin and clanked. He yelled, “Kill the
guards
quickly! Gazers, go to clean up the main control room; Beast
Hoofs, get
some hostages…”
Serpent Braid had invited two other scavenger groups for this job
called
‘Gazers’ and ‘Beast Hoofs’.
“And the rest…” Serpent Braid swung his braid and smiled
hideously.
“Follow me to find that Godoran!”
Chapter 323: Danger and Splitting

Up
“Has the distress signal been sent out yet‽”
In the main control room, the captain was covered in sweat while

the
operator at the side was panicking.
“Our communications have been jammed; all signals are
blocked.”
“Impossible, the communication device on Short Horn Star is a



high-grade
device brought from a galactic civilization. How do these

scavengers have
such high-grade equipment‽”

The captain was shocked and furious. Galactic long-range
communicators
had universality and diversity, causing signal blocking devices to

be very
expensive. Furthermore, the enemy had an ‘anti-jump’ device

that could
disrupt the space and prevent jumping.
The captain was devastated. These scavengers are way too well

equipped!
The Short Horn Star was unable to escape or request help—it
could only
last for a short time with its shield and armor. There was still a
chance to
survive. If the high energy in the area was captured by the

detectors Godora
set up around the galaxy, security would rush to help.
In the populated Star Zones, the ruling civilization was the main

security.
The detectors were very sensitive, and some of them had fixed

locations,
monitoring a large area with artificial intelligence, like a secured
perimeter.
At the time, Short Horn Star was flying toward the nearest

detector. Since
they could not space jump, it would take them about twenty to

twenty-five
minutes to reach the secured perimeter at full speed. The
scavenger
spaceships were small and agile but not very powerful in their



attacks. The
shield could barely last for this amount of time.
However, the enemies boarding the ship were the imminent

threat. The
guards in the ship were gradually losing, and their target was

definitely the
main control room.
If the main control room was taken, it would mean that Short

Horn Star had
lost. At that point, escaping would become a dream.
“Only one-third of the guards are left; they’re retreating and

can’t stop the
enemies… The scavengers are coming toward the main control
room.
Captain, what do we do now?” An assistant looked at the

surveillance
image and shivered nervously.
“Try to negotiate!” The captain clenched his teeth, turned on the

broadcast,
and with not much hope, expressed that they were willing to pay

them
‘passage money’. However, the scavengers did not reply; it was
clear that
they wanted to take the entire ship.
The scavengers had only blocked the signals outside, so the

internal
broadcast in the ship could still function.
Guards fell one after another in the surveillance image, and the

captain was
getting desperate. Suddenly, his expression changed, and he

asked,
“Quickly, get the passenger list, see if there’s someone strong!”
Someone frantically filtered the passenger list, and a few people’s



identities
were displayed. All of them was slightly renowned combat

personnel, and
among them, the most famous one was the high-level mercenary

‘The Green
Knight’.
“The Green Knight! It’s him! Great!”
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The captain was overjoyed. He hastily announced through the

broadcast,
“Passengers, the situation right now is very urgent. The
scavengers are
heading toward the main control room. I hope the passengers
with combat
abilities can help us. This is saving yourselves, too, and I will pay

a large
monetary reward…”
The current situation was almost desperate. They would only

have a chance
to escape if the enemies on the ship could be defeated, so the

passengers
were his last hope.
The captain could only rely on the passengers, especially the

renowned
Green Knight.
…
Huuu!
The war hammer swung sideways and blew away a large group of
the
spaceship guards.
Serpent Braid swung the war hammer with one hand, covered in

gray
Pugilist flames. The bullets and low-level energy beams could

only leave



white marks on his stone skin—this was his race talent, making

him very
tough.
He was laughing insolently, charging forward with ease, and
forced the
guards away. The battle in the ship was heated—the shield

outside was
covered in explosions too. It was like a song of war.
“Where are we now?”
“Boss, first class is right ahead. Cesoly is waiting for you there.”
Not long after, the metal gate of the first class appeared in

front—it was
locked. Serpent Braid held onto the handle of the hammer with

both hands
this time, spun around twice, and bashed the gate. With a loud

bang, the
gate was blasted away.
Cesoly walked out with a smile and said, “You’re finally here.”
“Good job, where’s that Godoran?”
“In economy class.”
“Good!” Serpent Braid grinned, turned around, and saw a group

of
passengers freaking out. He then ordered, “Capture all of them as

hostages.
Some of you stay here to guard.”
A group of scavengers cuffed small black rings onto the
passengers’ hands
and feet, which then extended automatically into Heroal cuffs.
They
were very thick and tough, and even normal Supers could not

escape them.
All of those passengers were taken hostage.
There were a few Supers in these passengers, but the scavengers



outnumbered them. After seeing Serpent Braid’s strength, any
will to resist
vanished.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
Serpent Braid then headed toward the economy class hall and
brought those
passengers under control once again. They searched carefully, but
there was
no sign of the Godoran, which made him furious.
“I only moved to the first class yesterday, and the spaceship

never made a
stop,” Cesoly said hastily. “He is definitely still on the ship.”
Serpent Braid grabbed the head of a passenger and yelled,
“Where’s that
Godoran?”
“The—they broke through the door earlier and ran out,” the

person
answered hastily.
Bang!
His head was crushed. Blood splattered onto the faces of the other
hostages,
and they screamed.
Serpent Braid shook his hands and said angrily, “They actually

ran away.
Go, find them now…”

Before he could finish his sentence, the voice of the other group
of
scavengers came out of the communicator. “Request for backup!
We met a
strong Super on the way to the main control room and were
stopped. Please
help!”
“Boss, the target is in this spaceship and won’t be able to run



away,” Cesoly

said hurriedly. “We should take over the main control room first.
As long as
we have control of the spaceship, we will find the target sooner or
later.”
Serpent Braid nodded and said, “Then let’s go to the main control

room.
Cesoly, you stay here with some people to keep these passengers

under
control.”
“No problem.”
The economy class passengers were cuffed and thrown aside.
With the
scavengers aiming their firearms at them, they were shivering

and did not
dare move.
Serpent Braid took some people and headed toward the main
control room.
The spaceship was rather large, so it took some time for them to

finally
arrive at the scene. Corpses of the scavengers were scattered all

over the
floor. Serpent Braid saw a flash and a green burst of light like a

fountain at
the end of the path. About a dozen scavengers were thrown

against the wall.
Their bodies were twisted, and their bones were broken.
The Green Knight stood at the path to the main control room with
a cold
face. Green streams of light covered his body like ripples. He was
actually
an Esper, able to control a special green energy that could be

melded into



various shapes, which could be used to attack and defend. It was
considered
a variant of force field type Esper power, and this was also how

he had
gotten his name.
“Look, Green Knight Lerden, a high-level mercenary, a remnant

of the
Sunil race.” Desire appeared in Serpent Braid’s eyes. He gripped
his war
hammer, walked toward him with excitement, and said, “Finally,
someone
strong.”
Lerden’s eyes were filled with coldness. He was a mercenary, so
the reason
he was helping was mostly because of the reward promised by the
captain.
Otherwise, he would have gone to find the escape ship long ago.
His left Heroal arm folded and transformed, showing a black

cannon
muzzle. Laser beams shot out at an extremely high speed,
penetrating
through the chest of a few scavengers, leaving a burnt hole

behind.
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The other scavengers looked for cover hastily and fought back.
Serpent
Braid was fearless. He charged forward with large strides—the

lasers only
left burn marks on his skin. He spun the war hammer covered in

thick gray
flames and bashed straight down on The Green Knight’s head!
Lerden raised his left arm. The green light formed a burning light

shield and



blocked his head.
Bang!
The impact rippled through the light shield, and green light

splashed all
over the place.
…
Ten minutes earlier…
In the Short Horn Star warehouse at the tail of the ship, far away
from the
battlefield, the sound of the battlefield could barely be heard.
Han Xiao and
the others were flipping through the warehouse.
“Found it.” Han Xiao finally found his box. He opened the

password lock,
and white and cold smoke billowed out. In it was the Amphiptere.
He quickly equipped it, activated the system, and was soon

surrounded by
the suit’s glow. Light from the energy core was shining bright,
and blue
energy flew through the pipes like blood.
With the equipment in hand, Han Xiao felt relieved. He brought
along all of
his weapons and suddenly remembered Kerlodd’s requests. After
some
consideration, he held onto ‘Wrath of Garrett’ and threw all of

the remaining
small golden spheres back to Kerlodd.
“Your equipment, take it. Don’t be a burden.”
Kerlodd was stunned for a moment. He grabbed the small spheres

and said
solemnly, “I will fight alongside you.”
Only half of the players were online, so it was only twenty or

players who



got their weapons back.
“We will split up into teams now,” Han Xiao said in a low voice.
As according to the plan, they divided into three groups. Frenzied
Sword,
Fried Eggplants with Fish, and another guild would be going to

find and
take control of the emergency escape ship. Temple of God and

Dynasty
would go to cut off the scavengers’ retreat route and stop the
enemies from
entering from the entrance they broke through. Kerlodd and the

rest of the
players would be following him to the main control room, which
was the
most important task.
At this moment, the announcement of the captain’s request for

help came
from the broadcast system.
Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled after he heard it.
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Chapter 324: Expanding Profit,
Initiatives
The space in the spaceship was limited, so he could not wear the

Bat Wings
flying device. Han Xiao used his Electromagnetic Hover-boots
and Mini
Maneuvering Equipment to dash toward the main control room.
The sliding
speed was much faster than stepping on banana peels.
Han Xiao was experienced, so he knew that the main control

room was
extremely important, and to be able to make it in time for backup,
he was



moving at full speed. He could not afford to wait for Kerlodd and

the
others, who were temporarily left behind.
As he was rushing alone, he was also analyzing the enemy’s

strength in his
head.
They could not make Short Horn Star fall even after this long.
There is
definitely no grade B Super among the scavengers, or the
spaceship would
have been captured long ago. The strongest among them would

be at most
grade C or C+. With my equipment and talents, there is a very
high chance I
can match up to the enemy. However, the enemy definitely has a

lot of
subordinates. The standard equipment between the galaxies

varies, and their

attack damage will not be too low. It will be quite dangerous to
get focus
fired.
Han Xiao remained calm as he listed the factors that would affect
the
situation in his head. He knew full well how strong he was—he

would not
be overconfident, nor would he overestimate the enemy.
Although there were many Supers in the universe. Very strong

ones were
scarce—most were still at grade E and D, excluding those who

had just
become Supers.
Starting from grade C, one would be considered to be quite strong.
In
Shattered Star Ring, grade C Supers were considered to be the



backbone
level. Grade B was very strong and rare, and grade A would be

extremely
rare.
…
The sound of collision echoed through the tunnel, making the

metal walls
tremble.
The green light clashed with the war hammer once again—both
of them
took large steps backward.
Whoosh.
Steam shot out from behind Lerden’s back, releasing the overload
pressure
from his implanted body. He was breathing heavily, sweating,
and his
already very pale cheeks became paler.
Using power required energy, but his Heroal implanted body

could not
generate energy. The Heroal implants gave him dynamic weapons

and
a harder body, so he would not die so easily. However, that came

with a
price—he could not last long in battle.
At this time, the Heroal implant body had damage everywhere,
releasing electric flames. Serpent Braid was very fierce and

powerful, but
Lerden was confident that he would not lose to him. However,
this was not
a one on one—hundreds of scavengers hid at the side and shot at
him. He
had to be aware of the stray bullets at all times, so a lot of energy
was
wasted in building the energy shield. His concentration was



diverted too,
and a lot of damage was caused by the other scavengers.
At the end of the tunnel behind Lerden was the door to the main
control
room. If he walked away, the main control room would be in

danger, which
had restricted his movements for a very large extent. He did not

dare ignore
Serpent Braid and deal with the scavenger sidekicks first.
The door of the main control room was closed tightly, and all the

situation
outside was shown on the monitor from the surveillance cameras.
Everyone
in the main control room was terrified. The captain wiped his

sweat,
pressed on the table, and murmured, “Twelve minutes till we

arrive at the
security perimeter. You have to hang on!”
The intense sound of gunfire sounded again. Lerden could only

create the
light shield to protect himself while Serpent Braid grinned
ferociously. Not
giving Lerden any time to catch his breath, he pounced again and

slammed
the war hammer down rapidly.
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Lerden’s eyes were filled with blood, his face was cold, and he

tried to hold
on. However, the green light shield was turning dimmer at a

visible speed.
Suddenly, the light shield burst, and the war hammer hit the left

side of
Lerden’s body without any hindrance.



Boom!
Half of Lerden’s body exploded. Parts splashed out like a

blossoming
flower, shooting onto the walls, and the oil splattered all over the

ground!
Lerden flew out and hit the wall, but there was no pain on his

face. His
body was half implants, so the shattered Heroal body did not

have a
sense of pain. This technology was more mature and complete

than what
the Germinal Organization had. Of course, it would not damage

one’s life.
Suddenly, flames shot out from under his feet. He flew up,
jumped over
Serpent Braid, and fled.
The reward was why he helped; his life was more important to

him. Half of
his body had shattered, and the situation was very critical, so he

immediately fled without any hesitation. It was so rational it was

almost too
cold.
“This spaceship will definitely be lost. No matter what the

scavengers want
to do, I’m not their target. The security perimeter shouldn’t be far

from here.
I just have to take the emergency aircraft to escape—the
scavengers will not
chase me.”
Seeing that Lerden had fled, the captain lost all strength and

plonked
himself in a chair, his eyes shut in agony.
“It’s over. It’s all over.”



The Green Knight had run away, and the enemy was inches away

from the
main control room. What more hope was there?
Serpent Braid suppressed his desire to chase. He remembered the

main
mission and brought the rest toward the main control room door.
Panic and terror spread—the people were horrified. Every step

that the
scavengers took, the captain’s heart sunk deeper.
This situation was already hopeless. The captain could not think

of anything
that would reverse the situation. He could not help but think of

his wife, his
kid, and his mistress back home, and his heart filled with sorrow.
Just as Serpent Braid was about to hammer open the door, he
suddenly
heard an explosion, and a surge of heat rapidly approached from

behind
him. He hastily turned around, and a thick beam of scorching

light rapidly
expanded in his vision.
Serpent Braid hurriedly raised his war hammer before him, and
the flames
condensed into an invisible force field protection layer.
The beam hit right on target!
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Bang!
The war hammer turned into burning-hot iron instantly. With a

loud scream
from Serpent Braid, the war hammer fell out of his hand, and he

was blown
away. The ember on his arms and chest was still burning.
“What‽” The captain’s expression suddenly changed.



At the other side of the tunnel, Han Xiao was holding a strange

golden
firearm, and smoke was still coming out of its muzzle.
‘Wrath of Garrett’ had 513 raw damage. With [Flaming Will]

multiplying it
by 2.7 times, plus two times critical from stealth attack, plus
[Steady Aim]
increasing damage by thirty percent, after damage reduction, this
shot dealt
2,124 damage!
“Unfortunately, the True Damage from Lethal Shot did not

trigger.” Han

Xiao glanced at the scene, as he said, “Looks like I’m just in

time.”
Serpent Braid struggled and stood up. He picked up the war

hammer, letting
it burn his hands, and stared daggers at Han Xiao. “Another one!
Kill him!”
Other scavengers turned around and focus fired him—bullets and
beams
were everywhere. The tunnel was narrow, so there was nowhere

to dodge.
With one thought, the Hovering Shield Shuttle flew out, forming

into an
electromagnetic shield before Han Xiao, and the rain of bullets

rippled the
shield.
Serpent Braid spun the war hammer, not to attack Han Xiao but

the main
control room door.
With a loud bang, the door fell, and the main control room was

exposed.
The people inside hastily backed away from the door, and the



captain
banged into a chair while going backward, falling onto the

ground. He
looked up at the tall Serpent Braid with horror on his face.
Just as Serpent Braid was about to enter the main control room,
at this time,
a dark red stream of light appeared between Han Xiao’s eyebrows,
a s*xy
outline of a lady appeared behind him, her red long hair was

floating like
seaweed.
[Character Summon Card—Hila]!
Without any hesitation, Han Xiao used all three psychic impacts

on Serpent
Braid. Having just seen from the combat information that Serpent

Braid
was a LV 70 Pugilist, Han Xiao knew that since the Stone Giant

blood gave
him very strong physical resistance, correspondingly, his mind

was his
weakness.
Serpent Braid stopped in place. The next second, thick blood shot

out from
his nose and mouth, and he felt like his brain had exploded. The
world was
spinning, and he lost control of his body, fell before the main

control room
door, and could not get up.
Han Xiao endured being hit multiple times and dashed through
the
scavengers’ blockade. His biological muscles expanded as he

grabbed
Serpent Braid’s braid and threw him to the other side.



Their positions had swapped. Now, Han Xiao was blocking the

door.
These actions had resolved the crisis of the main control room.
The captain
felt like he was toeing the line of life and death. He gulped
nervously and
said, “Are you a passenger, too?”
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The captain could not express what he actually meant because he
was so
nervous. What he actually meant was, this mysterious Heroal suit

warrior seemed to have even stronger combat power than the
slightly
renowned Green Knight, but why was he not on the passenger list

earlier?
The captain had originally thought it was hopeless, but Han
Xiao’s
appearance made him see the dawn once again.
This time, Han Xiao turned around and said, “I heard you’ll pay a
reward.”
Although his face was covered by the Heroal suit, his tone was
also
calm. However, due to some reason, the captain felt like he could

faintly see
a profiteering smile on the man’s face.
Probably my imagination…
After the disappointment from Green Knight earlier, the captain
did not
dare hesitate at all. He had to grab onto this life-saving rope at all
costs, so
he hastily exclaimed, “That’s right! I can give you a lot of money!
You must



stop them!”
A notification appeared on the interface.

You have triggered the mission [Captain’s Request].
Mission Introduction: The Short Horn Star’s captain has decided

to hire you
to protect the spaceship and his safety.
Mission Requirements: Successfully protect Short Horn Star and

keep the
captain alive.
Reward: 8,000 Enas

8,000? That’s quite a lot.
Enas had a very high purchasing power. Not mentioning Han

Xiao’s
knowledge, Kerlodd’s salary as an investigator was only 4,000
Enas
annually, excluding the benefits that he received, and this guy

splurged on
entertainment and night activities, yet he could still save 800
plus Enas.
Han Xiao was very satisfied. Within the same matter, he could
take
initiative and reap more money from different people. Back when
he was
running his power levelling business, he had already become very

familiar
with this method. Many players had this habit as well. When they

knew that
they were going to a certain place, they would accept all the

missions
regarding that place in advance and complete them at once,
getting a greater



profit.
This new mission had only been given to him, and the other

players did not
have it.
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Chapter 325: This Was Completely

on Purpose
Although the mission requirements were not easy to complete,
Han Xiao
instantly felt more motivated after receiving the private
assignment. The
scavengers were currently in control of the passageways, and Han
Xiao’s
job was to keep all the enemies outside the doors of the main
control room.
Tuk tuk tuk!
Bullets and energy beams rained down on Han Xiao, but his
Electromagnetic Plates blocked most of the attacks, while the few
that made
it through were stopped by his thick body armor. Most of these

scavengers
were normal people with weak physical bodies. However, they
were armed
with deadly weapons. Some were even equipped with

electromagnetic and
beam weapons. Although these weapons were only infantry

weapons, they
were still able to cause Han Xiao some trouble if they
concentrated their
fire on him.
Serpent Braid struggled to get himself back up due to the stunned
status
effect. The three hits that landed on him did not shave off much

of his



health, but they had given a bunch of headache-inducing debuffs.
He had
underestimated his opponent. Never would Serpent Braid have

thought that
Han Xiao, with a body covered in Hero gear, was able to use

spiritual
attacks… Not that he would have been able to block it anyway.
However, Serpent Braid believed that he now had a clear

understanding of
Han Xiao’s strength. He was a tough opponent that was no

weaker than the
Green Knight!
Serpent Braid welcomed these kinds of blood-boiling fights, yet
as he was
about to join the fray, Cesoly’s voice suddenly sounded over the

communicator.
“Boss! This ship’s approaching the patrol zone, and we don’t

have much
time left. Be careful of spending too much time on strong enemies,
and go
straight for the control room!”
Serpent Braid frowned, but he still managed to calm himself

down and gave
out the necessary command. “Concentrate fire!”
The lackeys then went all out with their attacks, putting Han Xiao

under
even more pressure.
Serpent Braid lifted his hammer and wanted to use this
opportunity to circle
around Han Xiao.
Once he captured the main control room, he would be able to

shut off the
ship’s shields, allowing the scavengers outside to directly destroy



the ship.
Once that was done, the ship’s personnel would most likely

surrender as it
was either that or utter destruction.
Han Xiao was pinned down by heavy fire and could not get out
quickly.
However, his eyes flashed, and four Sonic Spheres flew out,
blocking
Serpent Braid’s path while they gave off faint shockwaves in the
air.
To protect the control room, Han Xiao had to basically plant

himself in
front of the door, and this meant that he could not counterattack.
Yet, Han
Xiao did not panic—he knew that Kerlodd and the players were
already on
their way. It was only a matter of time before his helpers arrived,
and he
would then be able to take care of Serpent Braid himself.
Serpent Braid was not a pushover, and Han Xiao could not just

ignore him.
However, turning his full attention onto Serpent Braid would

mean leaving
the path open to the other scavengers. The only other option was

to activate
that ability, but it had a seven-day cooldown period.
The current situation was not that desperate yet, so Han Xiao did

not want
to reveal this trump card. He decided to keep on delaying the

enemies while
waiting for reinforcements.
The control system of his machinery was directly connected to his
nerves,



and this allowed him to fight on multiple fronts at once.
The Sonic Spheres and the Compounded Magnetic Chain Split
Blades
danced through the air like butterflies. They were like a group of

annoying
wasps to Serpent Braid, as not only did they hurt a lot, Serpent
Braid could
not seem to get his hands on them. He had also tried to just rush

through;
however, he was blocked by Han Xiao despite the heavy fire from

the
scavengers.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
Serpent Braid was furious, and he swung his hammer around,
finally
destroying a couple of the machines.
Boom boom boom!
Time ticked by, and Amphiptere’s durability was constantly

going down.
Han Xiao did not really mind this as he had made sure to bring
along
enough spare parts and repair materials. He planted himself in

front of the
scavengers and entered full defensive mode. With Amphiptere’s

defensive
capabilities, he was like an immovable steel wall.
“Boss, time is running out. We can’t take over the main control

room!”
Cesoly’s voice sounded once again.
“Shut up!”
Serpent Braid got even angrier, and he bashed his hammer all

over the
place. When he saw that Han Xiao’s suit seemed to be getting



more and
more damaged, he started to think that he was close to beating

his opponent.
“Boss, calm down. Our objective is the Godoran. We don’t have

much time
left, and the ship’s loot isn’t worth it anymore. Let’s give up on

the control
room and go look for the Godoran instead. We will be able to

earn much
more money from our client if we can hand him the Godoran!”
“Aren’t Beast Hoof and his men looking for the target‽”
“They have already searched half the ship, but they still couldn’t
find the
Godoran. The ship is too big, and they don’t have enough men!”
Serpent Braid furiously cursed before picking up his hammer and
backing
off. “Let’s go. Don’t mind the control room anymore. We will go

capture the
Godoran!”
The scavengers hurriedly retreated, and Serpent Braid had to give
up on the
control room that was right in front of his eyes.
Han Xiao then finally realized the scavengers’ goal.
The scavengers’ target is Kerlodd?
Han Xiao felt like there had to be more behind this!
“Send out the message. The plan has changed. Everyone is to
now give up
on all other tasks and look for the Godoran. Cesoly, take the
hostages back
to our ship. These hostages will still be worth some cash.
Everyone else,
look for the target!”
Seeing that their chance of capturing Short Horn Star was close to



none, the
scavengers decided to change their strategy and go for their
target instead.
Once they have gotten hold of the target, they could then escape

with the
scavenger ship that was still flying right by Short Horn Star.
After giving out his orders, Serpent Braid glared at Han Xiao, as if
telling
Han Xiao that he was letting him go this time.
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At that moment, the other side of the passageway exploded in a

burst of
yellow, and the shadow of a spear danced through the air as it

pierced
through multiple scavengers. The scavengers that got hit all fell
on the
ground.
Kerlodd had finally arrived. He held the Godoran battle spear in

one hand
while holding a golden energy shield on the other, standing in the
scavengers’ path.
With Han Xiao behind them, the scavengers were pincered
between the
two.
“Godoran!” Serpent Braid could not have been happier. He never
would
have expected the prey to show up all by himself.
Serpent Braid quickly took stock of the situation, and as if

realizing
something, he turned back to look at Han Xiao. “So, you’re with
the
Godoran. Do you think just you two are enough to take us on? I

will have to



thank you first for handing me my target on a platter!”
This development was just what Serpent Braid wanted. He no
longer had to
waste time searching through the ship—all he had to do was
defeat the
Godoran and take him with them.
Serpent Braid roared and ran to Kerlodd with his war hammer in
hand.
Boom!
Kerlodd held up his shield to block. However, he appeared
incapable of
withstanding Serpent Braid’s brute force and had to take a few
steps back
after the impact.
Just as Serpent Braid was about to follow up with another blow,
over a
dozen players suddenly appeared behind Kerlodd. They were all

filled with
energy, and it was obvious that they were all battle-ready Supers.
The
scavengers suddenly lost their numerical advantage as that
number of Super
could easily destroy them!
Serpent Braid’s expression underwent a drastic change, as the
rage was
suddenly replaced with shock and despair.
How were there so many Supers travelling on this low-level
spaceship‽
The scavengers had already made a rough estimate of the Short
Horn Star’s
fighting strength before they made the ambush, and there should

only have
been a couple of grade C Supers on-board. This was because any
of the



stronger Supers would usually either travel using their own ship.
Even if
they wanted to save money, they still would not go for this cheap

civilian
transport. A ship like the Short Horn Star was like a public bus

while the
more expensive travel agencies were like high-speed railways.
The Green Knight was already surprising enough, let alone the
sudden
appearance of this group of grade C Supers.
Which rock did these Supers even spring out from? They’re even

teaming
up!
What a disaster!
Han Xiao chuckled and said, “I also have helpers.”
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However, the smile disappeared from his face the next instance,
and he said
in a cold voice, “Go!”
Han Xiao and Kerlodd’s group rushed toward the scavengers,
who were
stuck in the passageway, and began the one-sided massacre.
The situation suddenly turned around!
Crp! Boss is screwed! Cesoly shuddered, as if a gust of cold wind

went up his spine. He was currently taking the group of the

hostages back to the scavengers’ ship. What do we do now? We

can’t save the boss. Let’s return to our ship first! Cesoly felt that

things had gotten way out of control, and he was also extremely

worried. His only concern at that moment was getting back onto

his ship safely. He also was not exactly betraying his boss as his

original order was to escort the hostages back onto their ship.
However, the thought of reinforcing Serpent Braid not once



crossed his mind. Scavengers were a selfish bunch, and loyalty

was basically nonexistent among them. The only thing that

Cesoly cared about was getting himself out of harm’s way. “The
boss wants me to take the hostages back to our ship. Move

faster…” Cesoly tried to hurry his underlings along. Just as he
was getting to the middle of his sentence, he suddenly stopped

and stared at the corner of the main hall. In the corner that had

been empty just a few moments ago now stood over a dozen
people. Hao Tian, Sleepy Winter, Rainy Kim, Bun-hit-dog, and
several other players who had promised each other to play some
Galaxy after finishing dinner had come online together. The
players were flabbergasted as they took in the drastically
different surroundings. Hey hey hey! What’s the situation‽ Why

have the passengers been taken hostage? Who are those people

pointing their guns at us? Why is the spaceship shaking nonstop?
There are even sounds of gunshot from far away. Are we under
attack‽ The scavengers in the main hall all had their tongues tied
to the back of their throats as they stared at the newcomers. They
had already carefully checked all the rooms when capturing the
passengers. Where did these people come from? Were they

ghosts‽ The two sides stared at each other with widened eyes for
a moment. As more and more of the scavengers pointed their

guns at the players, Hao Tian and the others finally understood

the situation. What were they still waiting for? Kill! Updated_at

Energy burst forth from the group of players as they released their
abilities, crushing the scavengers under their feet in a matter of

seconds. Cesoly completely lost his cool. “How despicable! You
would even resort to ambushing‽” Chapter 326: The Secret
Buyer Frenzied Sword and a group of other players stood guard at
the door to the launch bay for the escape pods while chatting
with each other out of boredom. “Everyone else is fighting while
we’re just sitting here doing nothing. It’s not fair,” complained

Perfumed Bear. He was part of Fried Eggplants with Fish’s trio,



and he was a cute little kid. “Our mission is also very important.
We’re guarding the escape path…” Frenzied Sword tried to
console the group, but then he also said in a depressed manner,
“But it does kinda suck…” Sun Eggplant scratched the back of
his head and said to Frenzied Sword, “I don’t think that we have
properly met before. The dark horse of the Pro League and

China’s number one Heroal Pugilist—that’s quite a name you’ve
got.” Frenzied Sword was feeling a bit embarrassed and humbly

replied, “You don’t have to praise me that much. I just got
lucky.” The big names in the esports scene were always

interested in meeting the new blood. As long as they had the

results to back themself up, it did not matter if they were only a

newcomer. The group of people seemed to get along quite well.
After a few more lines back and forth, Dancing Fish Dragon, who
had remained silent for the most part, said, “Are you interested

in signing with Fried Eggplants with Fish?” Frenzied Sword

hurriedly gestured with his hands, “I really like Fried Eggplants

with Fish, but Rivervale has been good to me. They are even in

the process of building a new team around me.” “Oh…” Dancing

Fish Dragon replied and went back to not saying anything again.
After chatting for a while more, the sound of footsteps suddenly

arose from the far side of the launch bay. Frenzied Sword and the

others immediately stopped talking and looked toward the source
the footsteps. Lerden showed up, and he frowned at the players.
“You aren’t scavengers. Who are you lot?” “Who are you?”
retorted Frenzied Sword. Lerden did not answer the question. He
could tell that the players were not scavengers from their gear,
and he suddenly felt alarmed as he did not know whether they
were friend or foe or why they were guarding the escape pods.
“Are you… passengers?” Lerden’s eyes flashed. “Uh, sort of.”
The most up-to-date nov_els are published_here > “Are you also

trying to escape?” Lerden pointed at the dozen ships and said in



a deep voice, “If you’re willing to pay, I promise to protect you

on your way.” Even when at death’s door, Lerden did not stop

thinking about making more money. “We aren’t trying to escape.
Black… cough cough. Someone told us to watch over here. The
others are currently fighting the scavengers back on the ship, and
things are looking good. Why would we run?” There are still

people fighting back? Lerden’s eyes gave away his surprise, and
he asked, “How many more companions do you have?” “About

thirty or forty.” Lerden had thought that the main control room

was certainly lost without him defending it. However, the sound
of fighting and what this group of people had just told him clearly
proved otherwise. He finally realized that he was not the only one
trying to fight back against the scavengers. These people seemed

quite capable, and the situation at the main control room seemed

to be under control. So, there was no reason to escape anymore. I
can still go back to help now and earn some money from the
captain. Lerden had a change of mind and gave up on running

away. He said in a deep voice, “I’m a mercenary. My code name

is The Green Knight. Where are your friends fighting? I can lend

them some help.” Frenzied Sword and the other players looked

back and forth between themselves for a moment before they
decided to point out where the others were engaging in combat
with the scavengers. After getting this information, Lerden turned
and was determined to kill his way back. … Following the last

anguished scream, Serpent Braid became the last scavenger

standing in the passageway. His shaky form and his body full of

wounds, along with his uneven breaths, made him look like a

beast on its last leg. Kerlodd fought alongside the players and had

cleared away the other scavengers. Serpent Braid realized that

the situation was getting bad and decided to break away from the
fight. However, Han Xiao never gave him a chance. In a

one-on-one, Han Xiao completely suppressed Serpent Braid. Han



Xiao might as well have just hung him up and beaten him with a
stick. Serpent Braid’s health was already nearing zero, and he

could barely hold up his hammer. Visit for a better_user

experience “Still want to struggle?” Han Xiao’s voice sounded

over his suit’s communicator while the Sonic Spheres span
behind his back. “Keep fighting, and you’re dead for sure. A
scavenger leader like you will definitely have a decent bounty on
your head. Let go of your weapon, and I will let you go to jail

peacefully. There’s no point in losing one or more body parts

now.” The scavengers’ mission to capture Kerlodd had piqued

Han Xiao’s interest. The Godorans’ influence in the Colton Star

Cluster was considerably big, and although a random Godoran

would not be worth that much, Han Xiao believed that there must

have been some hidden motive behind this. Clank! Serpent Braid
let of the hammer and allowed it to fall to the floor. The sudden
change in weight caused him to lose balance, and he also crashed

to the ground. He was out of breath, and his expression looked

deathly. Serpent Braid felt that this should be enough to show his

surrender. Although Serpent Braid was often a hot-headed person,
he was no fool. At least he would still be alive in jail. Serpent
Braid was thoroughly tied up. However, even while in a sitting

position, the man’s upper body was over two meters high. A
thought suddenly occurred to Han Xiao when he saw this. It
seems like this fellow is a hybrid between a Stone Giant and a
human. With that huge of a different in body size, it would be to

be his human parent… regardless of their gender… Han Xiao
instantly pressed on the brakes in case he accidentally thought up
some horrifying scenes. Aren’t these people a bit too free… It’s

not like it’s a same-sx
relationship… They’re not even the same species!
Hmm… but who am I to assume that the reproduction part
involved true



love and not some weird fetish?
This world is too scary…
Han Xiao calmed himself down and threw away all the
nonsensical
thoughts from his mind. “Tell me, who hired you? Why are you

trying to
kidnap the Godoran?”
Serpent Braid let out an angry snort before saying, “Don’t even
think that I
will tell you that. Those in our line of work do not sell out our

clients!”
Han Xiao smiled coldly and threatened, “Although we can get a

bounty for
turning you in, that doesn’t mean that we have to turn everything

in
completely. Give me the information before I start taking parts off

of you.”
“My client is DarkStar,” Serpent Braid answered almost instantly.
Visit to discover_new novels.
Han Xiao smirked. A scavenger talking about loyalty. Ha ha.
Kerlodd, who stood to the side, immediately turned serious.
“DarkStar‽”
After Kerlodd’s reaction, Han Xiao finally remembered that

DarkStar and
Godora were sworn enemies.
Serpent Braid started to explain everything from the beginning.
“DarkStar has been buying pure blooded Godorans in secret… for
a blood
sacrifice or something. The starting prices for captured Godorans

were very
high. We thought that it was a godly opportunity when we found

a Godoran
aboard a low-end commercial space ship, so we contacted

DarkStar to make



some good money. We agreed on a deal, and our job was to

capture the
Godoran… That’s pretty much it.”
Pure-blooded Godorans were very high up the hierarchy, and
most of the
Godoran Observers would travel around in their own spaceships.
Kerlodd
was truly unlucky to have been found by a random group of
scavengers
who were then hired by DarkStar. Han Xiao wanted to laugh and

cry at the
same time. So, obviously, the enemies were not on the hunt for

some
‘natives’ like themselves.
The low security level on this ship gave the scavengers the
courage to make
the move. This was why Han Xiao wanted to travel with some

higher-end
travel companies, but Kerlodd was just too much of a poor

b*stard.
Money could not do everything, but one could not do anything

without
money.
“So, this all happened because of your poor *ss,” complained

Han Xiao.
Kerlodd felt extremely wronged. He was actually being accused of
being
poor by the man who robbed him. Was there still justice in this

world‽
Although he was not the target, he still got in a little bit of danger
this time.
Han Xiao said under his breath, “DarkStar… This group had

quite a bit to



do with the Mutation Disaster. Never thought that we would get

in contact
so soon.”
After resolving the danger of the main control room, Han Xiao

asked the
players around him to contact the rest of their group. The players’
communication through their interface could disregard range and
physical
barriers, and they were able to find out the situation with the

other teams.
Short Horn Star was about to enter the patrol zone, and most of

the
surviving scavengers were trying to run back to their own ship.
The players
from Dynasty and Temple of God were the ones who had been
sent to
intercept the runaways, and it seemed like they were

experiencing quite a
fierce battle.
That group of scavengers was led by another one of the
scavenger’s leaders,
and he was about as strong as Serpent Braid, which basically

made him a
mini Boss. The players from Dynasty and Temple of God were

having a
hard time taking him out.
Just as Han Xiao was about to walk over to reinforce those
players, the
ship’s captain walked over. “Thank goodness! The main control

room is
alright. This is all thanks to you. As long as you stand guard here,
this ship
will be safe…”
Han Xiao interrupted him and said, “My companions are trying



to stop the
enemies from running away. I will be going to help. This Godoran
will stay
here with the others to protect the control room.”
For more_novel, visit
“You aren’t staying‽” The captain was paranoid, and it was

obvious from his
face that he did not want Han Xiao to go. “You don’t have to care
about
those scavengers who are already running away. As long as we’re
okay…”
The captain did not feel safe at all, and he did not care at all

about the
scavengers getting away. He only wanted Han Xiao to stay and

protect him
so that he could feel a sense of security.
Chapter 327: Enemy Slain

Han Xiao did not want to stay either. Then, the operator in the

main control
room shouted with surprised, “We are in The Magic Eye energy

radar’s
effective range. The data shows that there is a Godoran police

station
nearby. It’s going to take twenty minutes at most for them to

show up.”
The captain let out a sigh and announced the good news on public
announcement to calm the passengers.
Seeing what was happening, Han Xiao gave Kerlodd a message

and left
alone to help.
…
Cesoly panicked as he ran to the spaceship by himself as all of his
men
were captured by Hao Tian and others. He was the only one that



saw the
situation was bad and ran as soon as he could, and that was why

he had not
been caught, or else no one would have survived from the attack.
Reaching the section where the scavengers had docked, he heard
sounds of
battle in front. Cesoly stopped abruptly and cautiously looked

forward. He
saw a group Supers fighting intensely with the scavengers. He
recognized
these Supers, who was the partners of the Godoran, some very

powerful
natives.
The fight was intense and could not break apart. The Gazers’
chieftain
stayed back at the spaceship with his troops to fight against
players from
Dynasty and Temple of God.
The chieftain of the Gazers was a birdman sorcerer with wings
and an
eagle’s head. He was an expert in mental attacks, and he was the

most
troublesome enemy that the players had to deal with. The players
had low
resistance against mental attacks, so they constantly got stunned

in the fight.
He could single handedly deal with all the players by himself.
Cesoly ran over and shouted, “Let me help!”
The scavengers moved to open up a path. The chieftain turned

around,
grabbed Cesoly by his collar, and demanded, “Where’s the

hostage?”
“I don’t have him. I got tricked!”



The chieftain roared in anger. The operation had failed if they did
not
capture the Godoran, and they did not even get the hostage. On
top of that,
they had wasted so many resources and manpower—even Serpent
Braid,
the boss of Boneless Bird, was captured.
Foll_ow current_novel on
“Serpent Braid, that b*stard, calling us back when we still

haven’t finish
investigating this spaceship. This is not a good business. After
Beast Hoof
and his men come back, we’ll retreat. Get inside!” The chieftain

kicked
Cesoly in the spaceship.
After a while, another group of scavengers returned, and players

from
Dynasty and Temple of God were in a tougher situation. The
chieftain of
The Gazers then commanded his troops to slowly retreat into the
spaceship
and leave the Short Horn Star. The players had no power to stop

them.
Then, from far away, a series of laser beams flew by and killed a

number of
scavengers. Lerden finally arrived at the scene. His face was cold
and calm.
Even though his left Heroal arm had been shot off, he still had a

secret
barrel near his crotch firing laser beams.
The scavengers quickly ran up to the bridge and tried to get back
on the
ship. Lerden’s eyes flickered a green light, and he released a deep

roar. He



swiped his arm and created a green light barrier in front of the
entrance,
stopping the scavengers from getting in.
“Don’t just stare at them! Attack! I can’t hold this for long,”
Lerden shouted
at the players as sweat dripped down his face. After the fight
against
Serpent Braid, he had used up a considerable amount of energy,
and to
maintain a green light barrier required focus of energy by the
user. If there
was not another group to help, he would not have used this skill.
If they could delay them just a bit longer, they would not be able

to run
away once the police force came.
“Green Knight!” the chieftain of The Gazers roared, and his

psychic power
exploded as if there was a tornado spinning around his body. A
dense wave
of mental power rushed toward Lerden.
Lerden coughed as blood started dripping from his nose. However,
he did
not collapse, and the barrier stayed up.
The scavengers then tried to attack the green barrier, but the
barrier only
vibrated. Some of the scavengers charged toward Lerden. The
only way to
bring down the barrier was to get rid of the Green Knight. The
players
quickly reacted and intercept the scavengers.
Light beams shot all over the place, and the sound of destruction

continued.
The battlefield was in chaos.



Cesoly, who was in the spaceship, was extremely worried. As
time passed,
he just wanted to leave everyone and fly off by himself.
Soon, Han Xiao arrived at the scene. After looking around, he
understood
the situation and came up with one simple and brutal
solution—the enemy
was done for one the chieftain was out of the way.
Updated_at
“Sorcerer? His level should be lower than Serpent Braid, a classic
glass
cannon.”
Han Xiao had a high intelligence status, so his mental resistance

was
adequate. The cool down for Flaming Will had already finished,
and
without any word, he pulled out the Wrath of Garrett and shot

the first
bullet.
Hong!
The gun barrel fired out a light beam. The Chieftain noticed the

attack and
quickly built a psychic shield. However, it was shattered in an

instant. The
light beam consumed a small part on the side, and it was burnt

black like
coal. The white psychic power in his eyes faded, and he collapsed

on the
floor and screamed in pain.
This attack triggered the special effect of [Lethal Shot]. The first
shot
against the enemy had a twelve to twenty-five percent chance of
dealing



true damage.
In the vision of Han Xiao, the health of the chieftain went from

eighty
percent down to twenty percent.
With such a heavy attack, the chieftain gained the exhausted and

crippled
statuses. Han Xiao took the chance and charged forward,
knocking down
the scavengers in the way. In the middle of the enemy, Han Xiao

controlled
the chieftain who had no way to fight back. This series of actions
happened
in an instant and took down the enemy that the players had
troubled with.
Even though it was a sneak attack, the efficiency of the method

was
shocking. Lerden squinted and stared at Han Xiao.
What a powerful man. He also seems to be a mercenary…

The chieftain was as powerful as Serpent Braid, but they had

different
statuses. Han Xiao’s explosive power was suitable for enemies

who are
glass cannons. In comparison, it would take more work to take

down
fighters like Serpent Braid. Moreover, Han Xiao triggered true

damage this
time, so he looked overly powerful.
Without the chieftain, the group of scavengers turned into chaos.
Cesoly did
not care about the rest of the scavengers and instantly turned to
the pilot’s
seat to start the engine.
Cesoly shut the door down, but he suddenly heard the sound of

metal being



torn apart. Han Xiao walked in and threw Cesoly out of the

spaceship.
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“Hello again.” Han Xiao opened up his mask and smiled at

Cesoly, but all
Cesoly could see was a face scarier than a tiger, and a sense of

danger
creeped into this heart.
“It’s you! Don’t… don’t you dare kill me! I still have a lot of
things, and I

know a lot of intel…” Cesoly lost his cool, and his face was filled

with fear.
He only wanted to live.
Bang!
An electromagnetic needle pierced through Cesoly’s skull and
exploded the
back of his head, covering the floor with his blood.
Han Xiao put back his Ghost sniper rifle and did not even spare a
glance at
Cesoly’s corpse. He turned to the players and said, “I’ll leave the
rest to
you.”
The rest of the scavengers did not stand a chance against the
players, and
none of them escaped. Suddenly, the spaceship’s shaking stopped.
Han Xiao
looked out the window and saw that the scavengers’ spaceships
had been
shot down, and some of them had run away.
It was only then that the battle ended.
It’s finally over. Luckily everything is fine.
Han Xiao let out a sigh.
Encountering an enemy in space meant death for everyone on the



spaceship. This episode did make Han Xiao sweat a little, but this
reminded
him of the tension that he felt during space combat. After staying
on Planet
Aquamarine for so long, the familiarity of space combat was

slowly coming
back to him.
After the battle, Han Xiao concluded that he did utilize the

advantages of
players and controlled the situation well. The sudden group of

players that
went online was also a lucky incident. Overall, he graded himself

eightytwo points out of one hundred.
At this time, Han Xiao then noticed Lerden on the side. Seeing the
broken
Heroal body, his eyes flickered.
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“Heroal implant body… Um, this should be a class advancement

improvement, and there’s also transformation function…” With

his
Heroal background, Han Xiao quickly analyzed the technology.
Even though Lerden was also interested in Han Xiao, he was
rather cold
and quiet as he stood by without showing any intention of
befriending Han
Xiao.
Seems like he’s a lone warrior, Han Xiao thought to himself. He
looked at
Lerden’s crotch and laughed in his heart. Never mind, he is a
shameless
warrior.
Chapter 328: The First Job and the

Reputation System
When the Godoran patrol team finally arrived and floated



alongside Short
Horn Star, the emergency barrier around Short Horn Star was

already off,
and they could receive communications again.
Before the mission was completed, another objective popped up,
asking
him to head to the ship’s captain for the reward.
Han Xiao came to the main control room, followed by all the

players, and
he found that the captain was explaining the incident to the
patrol team. The
patrol team realized that the scavengers had already been
neutralized, so
they questioned the captain for the details.
A scavenger raid was only a minor security issue to begin with,
and since
the passengers were all safe and sound, the patrol team only had

to go
through some formalities and record the event into their system.
Although he got close to meeting his kinsmen, Kerlodd did not act
out and
only stood beside Han Xiao while playing around with his armor.
After their conversation over the communication link, the captain
broadcasted the current situation to the whole ship. “The threat
has been
neutralized. I apologize for scaring any of you. Short Horn Star

will now
head directly to the Juberly Hub for docking and repairs.”
Sounds of celebrations and shouts could be then be heard all over
the ship
as the surviving passengers hugged each other, glad that they

were alive.
After turning off the broadcast, the captain turned around to



thank Han Xiao
and the players. His face was full of emotions as he asked,
“Please allow me
to express my deepest gratitude. Could I know your name?”
“Han Xiao.”
The captain repeated this to himself a few times to make sure that
he did not
hear incorrectly. He was sure that this was not the name of a

famous warrior
nor a mercenary.
“I will keep my promise and reward the each of you for
protecting the
ship.”
Lerden, who was standing to the side, coughed lightly.
The captain hesitated for a second before saying, “Green Knight,
you will
also not be missing out on the reward.”
Although the captain knew that Lerden had run away half-way
through the
raid, he did still fight and contribute to their victory.
Lerden nodded.
Han Xiao raised his eyebrow because the name ‘Green Knight’
reminded
him of a very distant memory. He frowned as he tried to

remember the bits
and pieces of information from his past.
Normally, any detail that he bothered to remember would often

be
meaningful information.
“Green Knight… of the Sunil tribe?” muttered Han Xiao in a

small voice.
Foll_ow new_episo_des on the platform.
This tribe… had quite the storyline.



The captain rewarded them directly through transfers. All the
players who
accepted the mission were able to get a cut. After they each

registered their
own accounts, they were each able to receive 1,500 Enas from

the captain.
That amount of money was just shy of Kerlodd’s pay for half of
year and
was worth quite a lot. Hao Tian and some other players, however,
were not
able to receive the reward as they had not been online when the
raid started
and thus could not accept the mission. They were so frustrated

that one
could almost see smoke coming off the tops of their heads.
Although Short Horn Star relatively low-end, it was still owned
by a
financial group. This reward was taken straight out of the

financial group’s
pocket.
Han Xiao had also received an additional 8,000 Enas. This extra
reward had
been given to him personally by the captain.
Han Xiao’s savings instantly broke past 10,000 Enas, and his

heart tingled
with happiness. This was the first payment that he had gotten

after coming
to space, and the amount was pretty good. He now had a pretty

decent
starting fund. He was also glad that the players had gotten their

pay because
this meant that they would finally be able to contribute to the
economy! All
he had to do was look for opportunities to sell them things, and



Enas would
start rolling into his account.
If he had been the only one doing the mission, he would only

have been
able to earn a fixed amount. However, with the players’

participation, that
amount potentially increased several dozen times. The players
were like
Han Xiao’s mini bank accounts.

[Protect Short Horn Star] completed.
[The Captain’s Favor] completed.
Area Reputation Unlocked!
Location: Colton Star Cluster – Garton Galaxy

Renown: 2
Level: Some random mob

Advertisement

The Area Reputation System was a new feature that players could
unlock
after venturing into space. The universe was wide, and from

participating in
all kinds of activities and missions, one could earn achievements

as well as
renown in their area. One’s reputation points in the area was

directly related
to one’s Legend status. Earning reputation points was a must-do
in order to
become a Legend in space.
The larger the area, the harder it was to acquire Renown.
Protecting Short
Horn Star had helped Han Xiao build a good impression with the



ship’s
backing financial group, allowing him to be written into their

records.
Area Renown points were useful. Whenever one interacted with

the
different factions and tried to accept missions from them, the
number or
level of missions that could be accepted as well as the reward
often
depended on one’s Renown.
The Reputation System was a crucial feature, and players in Han

Xiao’s past
had often been willing to do anything and everything to earn
Renown.
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
One of Han Xiao’s side jobs in his past life was actually to grind
Renown
for others. However, most of his clients did not know that his

work motto
was ‘breaking was easier than building’. Whenever he was done

with a job,
although his clients’ characters would have a considerable
amount of
Renown in the area, they would also have a bounty on them and

be hunted
by half the area’s forces. Of course, he did not offer returns.
After receiving his cut of the reward, Lerden was about to turn

and leave,
but Han Xiao’s eyes flashed, and he took big steps, blocking
Lerden.
“What is it?” Lerden stopped. Han Xiao had made quite a deep

impression
on him, and he was a bit alarmed at why the other would try to

stop him.



Han Xiao’s eyes darted around before he coughed and said, “I
caught the
Boneless Bird’s leader, Serpent Braid, and was about to be on my

way to
turn in his bounty. However, it seems like I would have to go to a

decently
faraway galaxy for that. I don’t really feel like going that far right
now. How
about I sell this bounty to you?”
Lerden paused for a second before replying, “Sure, that’s fine.”
“Snake’s bounty is 3,500 Enas. You can transfer the money.”
Lerden frowned. “You don’t expect me to pay you in full, right?
It will cost
a considerable amount to travel to another galaxy. Why would I

do this if
there’s nothing in it for me?”
“How much do you want to pay?”
“1,500.”
Why don’t you go rob a store instead‽ Han Xiao smelled
something… It
smelled like someone who was one of his own. His eyes
immediately
focused, and he said slowly, “3,000.”
“1800.”
“At least 2,900.”
“2,000.”
The two went back and forth for quite a while. Lerden barely

budged when
it came to money, and he was not willing to let go of even the

tiniest profit.
Although he looked like a cold person, he was now arguing until

his face
was red for the sake of a few hundred Enas.



After arguing the good half of the day way, the two finally agreed
on a
price. Lerden will be paying 2,501 Enas in exchange for Serpent

Braid. Han
Xiao considered it his victory for the single extra Enas.
After making the deal, Han Xiao felt like he had gotten somewhat

closer to
Lerden. His eyes flashed and asked, “Do you know the reason

behind this
raid?”
Lerden shook his head and said in return, “But it seems like you

do.”
Han Xiao smiled faintly while staring at Lerden’s face as he
explained,
“This group of scavengers were paid to act on the behalf of
DarkStar. They
were ordered to capture that Godoran over there. How unlucky,
right?”
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When Lerden heard ‘DarkStar’, his pupils immediately contracted,
and his
eyes gave of a glint of pain and hatred, as if he suddenly
remembered a
painful memory from the past.
“Oh. I see.” Lerden finally took a deep breath and calmed down.
He then
bade farewell and left with an emotionless expression.
Han Xiao chuckled and pointed at Lerden’s armor. “I’m a Hero. If
you
don’t mind, I can do some repairs for you.”
Lerden stopped in his tracks and asked, “For free?”
“Hehe, we’re not that close yet, but I only need a little fee for it.
I will fix



your gear for 5 Enas.”
“Then it’s fine… Glad to meet you. Bye.”
He turned and left without another word.
Han Xiao felt helpless and clicked his tongue. “Won’t even spend

5 Enas?
How stingy.”
Kerlodd strolled over to his side and let out a sigh while shaking
his head.
“Sigh. He’s one of the Sunils, right? His ‘greed’ is

understandable.”
“I know.” Han Xiao nodded and made some calculations in his

mind.
He had initiated a conversation with Lerden on purpose. Aside
from turning
over Serpent Braid, he had also wanted to introduce himself to

Lerden. He
was able to come up with a new plan from their conversation.
The Sunil tribe was a tribe that lived in the Garton Galaxy. They
had a
pretty awesome storyline. Although it should only have been

available in a
later version, Han Xiao was able to confirm that the storyline was

already in
effect from his previous conversation with Lerden.
He remembered that the Sunil Storyline would offer the
opportunity to earn
a very rare subclass. Han Xiao was currently stuck because of the

Class
change requirement and was in need of a new subclass.
Moreover, this storyline had a pretty important main character.
Han Xiao
was very interested in important main characters, and this

particular main



character was quite crucial to the next steps of his plans.
The reason to venture off into the stars was basically to get
stronger. That,
coupled with the important main character, made Han Xiao

believe that the
storyline would be very beneficial to his growth. Moreover, the
Sunils had
quite the backstory to them.
They were a small civilization in the Garton Galaxy. Although
they started
out as a rather peaceful people who lived fulfilling lives, one day,
DarkStar
commenced an invasion on a massive scale that decimated their
home
planets. The survivors of the Sunil civilization migrated until they

eventually received the Godoran’s protection. They were given a

piece of
land on some random backwater planet and were allowed to live.
But, just barely.
Their civilization had suffered enormously from the war and the
migration,
and it was on the brink of collapse. This was why Lerden was

furious at the
mere mention of DarkStar.
Updated_at
The hate that Sunils had toward DarkStar was one that arose from
the nearextinction of their entire race.
Chapter 329: The Juberly Hub!
After the scavenger attack, Short Horn Star headed straight for

the Juberly
Hub without making any stops.
After several days, a massive fortress that floated in space

appeared outside
the windows of their ship. The Juberly Hub looked like



something straight
out of a sci-fi movie, with its futuristic steel structures standing

out in the
backdrop of countless distant stars. It looked both intimidating

and
mysterious at the same time.
Spaceships came and went through its docks in an unceasing
manner, and
their massive engines left behind lines of multi-colored light in

space.
Thousands of these lines surrounded the space station, and even

though
there was no sound in space, it was as if a magnificent firework

show was
being held.
Such was the beauty of civilization.
After turning on their communications channel, they started

receiving
signals from countless sources. Each space ship was in the process

of
gaining entry to the hub, and voices of all languages and accents

mixed
with the robotic voices formed a unique cacophony of sounds.
The bustling hub was in sharp contrast to the stillness of space.
Short Horn Star started to slow down its speed as it approached
the Juberly
Hub.
The space station grew larger and larger in their ship’s windows
before it
soon took up the entirety of their view. It was then that the

people on-board
finally realized the scale of this gigantic space fortress. Short
Horn Star,



which was only comparable to a small city in size, was like a tiny
pea next
to a watermelon when put next to the Juberly Hub.
The players, who had never seen this before, had looks of awe on

their
faces. They were shocked to the core. One would truly feel

insignificant
when in front of a space station such as that.
“So… so big!”
“It’s basically a small planet.”
“So, this is Galaxy.”
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
The players could not hold their excitement back, and soon, they
even fell
in love with the sight in front of them.
The shimmering stars in space would remain to be a wonder for
all who
looked up at their skies. The players were no different.
Bun-hit-dog made

sure to record everything, and he hated that he could not use

more cameras
to capture this moment.
Han Xiao, on the other hand, remained calm as he stroked his

chin. The
glint in his eyes suggested that he was in deep thought.
Entering the Juberly Hub was the first step in their journey in
space. The
Juberly Hub was a middle point—a massive hub where countless
forces
interacted with each other on a daily basis. Information from all

over the
Colton Star Cluster passed through the hub. It could basically be

treated as



a ‘main city’, as it offered many features such as rooms for rent.
To Han Xiao, the Juberly Hub would be an important place for

the first part
of his plan. Most of his future activities would start out from the

hub. If he
was to map out his future movements in the Colton Star Cluster, it
would
look like a spider web with the Juberly Hub at the center.
Han Xiao believed that the most important objective right now
was to make
a breakthrough in his strength. LV 70 meant nothing in space. He
already
had an astronomical amount of experience, 27 million. So, all he
had to do
was find a way to turn all that experience into actual combat
strength. In
other words, he needed to complete his class change

requirements, find a

subclass, and look for advanced knowledge.
Juberly Hub was a great place for trading advanced knowledge.
The Enas
that he had earned earlier would be put to great use soon. Han
Xiao
currently already possess two pieces of advanced knowledge, and
he needed
a total of five to class change. Based on his memory, however, the
Enas that
he had was not enough. Advanced knowledge was always

expensive to
acquire.
Yet, compared to Planet Aquamarine, the process of acquiring
advanced
knowledge was ten times easier. As long as he had enough money,
he would



not even have to worry about getting into a good relationship
with the
buyers.
Earning money was an important objective.
Just then, the captain’s voice sounded over the ship’s broadcast

system.
“We’re about to enter and dock in port 273. All passengers,
please head to
the waiting area near the ship’s bridge to wait for landing. Allow
me to once
again express my gratitude for choosing our travel company as
well as my
deepest apologies for the earlier incident. Thank you for your

cooperation
on-board.”
Short Horn Star entered a large docking area, and the bottom of

the ship
locked on to the docking rails. After the ship was secured, the
port’s
metallic gates opened, and the ship was led in on the rails before

the gates
closed again.
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The passengers on spaceship then headed toward the bridge to
wait to
disembark while carrying their luggage. The players were all
carrying Han
Xiao’s material boxes. The large packs of materials and

equipment looked
rather suspicious and easily grabbed the attention of the
surrounding
onlookers. However, the passengers all knew that Han Xiao was

the one
who had protected the ship from the scavengers, and they looked



at Han
Xiao’s group with kindness in their eyes… Not that Han Xiao and
the
players understood what a kind expression would look like when
it was on
the face on another species. To the players, these warm looks

were as good
as threatening glares, and they were in a constant stage of worry

for their
own lives.
“I’m finally free!” Kerlodd was emotional as he stretched out his

arms, as if
trying to embrace the sky.
“Calm down. It’s not like I treated you badly. I didn’t torture
you.” Han Xiao

gave him a sidelong glance before saying, “You even earned

1,500 Enas

because of me. I feel like you should be thanking me instead.”
“I would… if you would just return my equipment to me.”
“Wow, why is it so noisy here? Sorry, what did you say?”
Kerlodd felt helpless about this. He knew Han Xiao well enough

that
probably only if God Gal himself showed up would Han Xiao be
willing to
give back what he had taken. He shook his head and got serious.
“I need to go back to work, and I need to submit a report. I won’t
go back on
our promise, and I will make sure to not trouble you with my

report. Even if

you don’t trust my words, you should be aware that due to the

dangerous
nature of the Observers’ job, what you did wasn’t nearly enough

to warrant a



bounty on your head. You can rest assured that no one will

trouble you due
to this.”
“Sounds good.” Han Xiao chuckled as he silently put away his

gun.
“I will count it as my bad luck for meeting you,” Kerlodd said

dejectedly.
“I’m pretty happy though,” Han Xiao replied happily.
The spaceship shook once before it finally came to a stop. The
exit slowly
opened up, revealing a white platform in front of them. The dock
was as
massive as a city square, and there were bright lights all over the

place. The
ceilings must have been at least a few hundred meters high to be
able to fit
the entire Short Horn Star inside. At the end of the platform was

the
entrance into the space station.
When Han Xiao brought the players off the ship, he was able to
catch a
glimpse of Lerden, who hurriedly dragged along his bounty and

was
walking at the front of the group.
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After the attack, Han Xiao did not get another opportunity to

converse with
Lerden, and their relationship did not progress any further, but
that was fine
for Han Xiao.
We should be able to meet again as long as I interact with the
Sunil
Storyline.



After walking through a long, winding passageway, they finally

arrived
inside the Juberly Hub, and the space around them suddenly

opened up.
They were currently at the Hub Center of the space station.
However,
although it was called a center, the place was more like a city and

measured
several dozens of kilometers in length.
At the edge of the Hub Center was a gigantic, arched French

window
through which they could see the vastness of space that was just
outside.
The group had walked into through an entrance near the French
window.
The Hub Center’s ceiling was also extremely tall, and the top was

over a
thousand meters away from where they stood. At the very middle

was a
white tower that was built right through the ceiling. Countless
buildings
surrounded this tower, forming rings upon rings of structures.
The buildings
were all built with drastically different designs, and each building

took up a
large amount of space. Each floor was a huge platform on its own,
built
with all kinds of facilities and areas. There were also bridges that
connected
these tall buildings with one another. The dizzying number of

bridges and
walkways between the buildings formed a maze-like
megastructure, while
many public air transport vehicles darted through the open



spaces.
The ground was also dotted with a variety of massive
infrastructure such as
gyms, theaters, and public parks. This was a place where
countless different
species interacted with each other. Transport could be seen flying

around
the air at all times. The players almost felt like this was all too

much for
their eyes to take in. It was like they had entered an unimaginable

world,
and everything that had only been a figment of their imagination
in the past
had become reality.
Basically, they were speechless and really excited.
The Hub Center offers many features.
Han Xiao’s memories all started to come back to him.
It can be divided into approximately ten or so areas, and there are
all kinds
of restaurants, equipment shops, and entertainment centers such

as bars and
race tracks of all kinds of species.
There are also training grounds designed for Supers, which offer

gravity
training rooms, combat simulators, meditation rooms, Heroal
workshops, as well as offices that offer jobs and employment for

Supers.
There are powerful entities such as the Mercenary Alliance and
the Mage’s
Organization; there are also financial groups and other forces that
are
interested in hiring Supers. There’s also the trading center, which
allows one
to trade with people from all over the cluster, and there are also



shipyards
that specialized in building and repairing spaceships…
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

Essentially, this place would be able to meet all his needs for a

while.
Juberly Hub would be a long-term base for his plans in the future.
Chapter 330: Happiness of the
Poor
“Can I go now?” Kerlodd asked.
Naturally, there was no need for Han Xiao to break the promised

of
allowing Kerlodd to leave after reaching Juberly Hub. Han Xiao

suddenly
had an idea. Kerlodd was an investigator that had landed on

Planet
Aquamarine, and maybe Han Xiao could hint about the Mutation

Disaster
since he was a citizen from Planet Aquamarine.
“There’s something I need to tell you; I hope you can put it down

in the
report.”
“Before you say anything, I respect my work as an investigator,
so don’t
bother telling me to write fake news,” Kerlodd said with confused

expression.
If you respect your work, then pigs can also fly!
After Han Xiao went speechless for a second, he continued
speaking with a
serious tone. “Planet Aquamarine is now covered in a mist of

shadow. I
believe that there will be a disaster that could wipe out the entire
planet. I
hope that you can emphasize this point on your report, and if the



department has plans to investigate Planet Aquamarine again, I
suggest that
they look for clues about the disaster.”
Kerlodd did not really pay much attention, but he said, “I’ll put it
in the
report.”
Han Xiao was not sure whether the Mutation Disaster had begun.
It would
not be a disaster that could shake the entire version if the cause
was easy to
find. The probability that the Godoran Investigation Department

would
listen to his suggestion was ridiculously slim, but Han Xiao’s

purpose was
not actually to get Godora to find some clues. This action was to

prevent
problems in the future.
If Mutation Disaster did happen on Planet Aquamarine, then
Godora would
remember this report, and he could build up a proper relationship
with
Godora. Kerlodd would be a middleman facilitating the

communication.
“Okay, that’s it. You can go now. Hope we’ll meet again.” Han

Xiao then
suddenly said, “Remember to take your first step with your left

foot.”
“Huh?”
Kerlodd was extremely confused. He waved as he said goodbye.
After some
thought, he stepped out with his right leg and disappeared into

the distance.
“Hehe, he’s so obedient,” Han Xiao muttered with a smile.



Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
After the farewell against Kerlodd, Han Xiao needed to deal with

proper
business.
Juberly Hub had a lot of opportunities, and Han Xiao still

remembered the
majority of them. However, the most urgent matter was to rent a

resting
space and store the supply boxes. He would have to stay in

Juberly Hub for
a considerable amount of time, so he had to get a room so that the

players
would know where to meet up. Moreover, the resting room could

be set as a
save point for players to go on and offline.
The registration office for the resting room was in the central
white tower.
Han Xiao and the others hopped on a small public flying device
and
reached the destination.
The flying device was used to replace walking. It was easy to use,
and the
design was similar to a small UFO. There were four holes on the

bottom
that were an anti-gravitational device, which was releasing a

dark-blue
light. Han Xiao was used to this, but this was a new and exciting

experience
for the players, as if they were babies exploring the outside world.
The third level of the tall tower was the registration office. A lot

of people
were lining up, and Han Xiao was one of them. He slowly inched

forward
with the line.



After half an hour, Han Xiao saw a group of people cut through

the line and
stand in the VIP channel. The staff of the hub appeared and

respectfully
welcomed the group.
The group were wearing pure-white battle Heroal suits that
looked like
normal plated armor. On each of their chests was an upside-down
triangle
with different colors. Three thin pipes were extended from the

three angles
of the triangle. Two of them went across each shoulder, and the

other pipe
covered the crouch. The three lines then intersect at the back of

the suit, the
position of intersection point was directly behind the triangle.
“Why don’t they have to line up?” Maple Moon asked curiously.
Han Xiao recalled the sign and said, “They are people from ‘Sky

Ring’, and
they are also called the Sky Ring Army. There are tens of
thousands of
members in the army. This organization comes from the Gelock

Star Cluster
and does not belong to any civilization. They are free mercenaries

who are
famous in the Shattered Star Ring. They are hired to be

bodyguards,
soldiers, explorers, and directors to start a colony. They even take
jobs to
fight in wars. They have a famous reputation, so they get the VIP

treatment.”
The Gelock and Colton Star Clusters were neighboring Star
Clusters in the



Shattered Star Ring. The Sky Ring members probably got some

mission in
Colton. This showed that the market for the Sky Ring was

extremely large
since they got requests from another Star Cluster.
The Sky Ring had created a huge name for themselves, so the

members had
all sorts of benefits across the Shattered Star Ring. Reputation in

the
universe was an important factor, and this scene just showed that

if one was
famous, one could go through the VIP channel with ease, while
the rest of
the common travelers yawned in line, waiting their turn.
Han Xiao could not help but remember that he had the same
special
treatment in Planet Aquamarine. Now, in the universe, he had to

build
everything from the bottom up. However, Han Xiao did not miss

the
benefits that he had on Planet Aquamarine. Han Xiao had an

adventurous
trait in his genes. If one never left one’s comfort zone, one would
only
remain in the same position and never improve.
After waiting in line for what felt like an eternity, it was finally
Han Xiao’s
turn. There were all sorts of rooms, and since Han Xiao still had

money, he
rented a middle level resting room with a storage room. The room
was large
enough to fit in a dozen of people, and it only cost forty Enas per

month.
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The resting room was located in a building nearby. Han Xiao

looked at the
door number and quickly found the front door for the room. He
opened up
the lock with his authorization, and the heavy metal door slid

open,
revealing the room inside. The room was simple, and the space

was large
enough.
Everyone rushed into the room and pushed the supply crates into
the
warehouse. Han Xiao coughed purposefully, and everyone looked

at him.
He then said, “We will stay in the Juberly Hub for a while. This
will be our
base for now. Since this is the first time that you have all left the

planet,
take some time to adapt to the new environment.”
No one had any objections as they were still in the stage of
confusion in the
new world.
“Why are you so familiar with all of this?” Maple Moon asked.
“Isn’t this
the first time you have left the planet as well?”
The things that Han Xiao had done on Planet Aquamarine had
only given
the players the impression that Han Xiao was a local. However,
after
stepping in to the universe, Han Xiao acted like it was his home.
No one
paid attention to this except Maple Moon.
Han Xiao thought for a while and said, “You all know that I can

see the
future. Even though this is the first time that I have physically



travelled into
space, I can see things far away. More importantly, I have this.”
Han Xiao took out his communicator.
Maple Moon suddenly felt that she had asked a stupid question.
She pouted
and looked upset.
Han Xiao took out a book containing all the rules on Juberly Hub.
“Read
the regulations first. Don’t break the rules, or else you will be

captured by
the security team. I need to do something first, so you all stay

here and don’t
leave the room.”
Juberly Hub had a security team to facilitate safety and peace.
They would
instantly catch anyone committed a crime or broke the rules. The
players all
gathered around and read the regulations.
Han Xiao left the resting room alone and headed to the exchange
center.
With the money that he had left, he first had to buy some class

advancement
knowledge.
The exchange center was separated into small individual rooms
with a
control interface. Han Xiao walked into a room and opened up a

trading list.
Countless items filled the screen. With the name, introduction,
price, seller,
and delivery time, the interface looked a lot like websites for

online
shopping.
The regional online exchange center aggregated all the items for
sale in the



stellar area. Sellers just posted the items that they wanted to sell,
and the
variety of options made it more convenient for buyers to purchase.
The
items were all verified, so it was impossible for anyone to buy a

fake item.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
Han Xiao directly choose Hero Super knowledge. Colton Star

Cluster
did not have a lot of sellers for knowledge, and there was no

knowledge that
was in a complete set. From the three branches and fifteen

knowledges in
total, only eight were on sale. All the prices for the items were

more than
ten thousand Enas. Knowledge like [Advanced Hero Power] and

[Advanced Energy Theory] were sold up to fifty thousand Enas.
The reason that the knowledge was this expensive was probably
because the
major organizations did not have to share the information, and
people did
not want to build relationships with camps, so they could only

spend a
fortune to buy the knowledge.
However, this was not a problem for Han Xiao. He could make a

few copies
of class advancement knowledge and sell it to the players, so he

could
easily earn back the money. To make the players buy the

knowledge from
him, the price had to be a bit lower, but this could also build a

better bond
between him and the players and perhaps gain even greater
benefits.



Unfortunately, it was just an ideal dream. The restriction that he

faced was
demand for the market, and for Han Xiao, the players were the
only market
that he had. However, each player only had 1,500 Enas, so he

had to put the
idea aside. Even though he did not have much money, Han Xiao

would
never auction the knowledge to the players. To let the players

easily get this
knowledge did not fit Han Xiao’s vision.
So, not only did he have to make himself rich, he also had to

make the
players rich. He had to build up a small society and foster

everyone for a
better life.
After searching through the list, he could buy a class

advancement
knowledge that was barely useful. It was [Advanced Radar

Technology]
with the price tag of eleven thousand Enas. The knowledge was
more utility
based, where it focused on detection and scouting using methods

such as
radiation, waves, and light spectrum.
At least it’s better than nothing. Han Xiao sighed and confirmed

the
payment. He connected the personal communicator and uploaded

the
information to the interface. The personal account balances
started rolling,
and in an instant, the balance was left with only two thousand

Enas.



Han Xiao felt tears running in his eyes.
It’s back!
Everything is back!
It’s this feeling! The excitement of a Hero!
Every time I spend money, my blood pressure skyrockets!
Happiness of the poor…
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
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